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CARRY 107 - TIPPING BUCKET   |   Model # 5221110001   |   11 HP Honda GX 

A COMPACT, YET POWERFUL TRACKED DUMPER BOASTS A 
11HP HONDA ENGINE WITH AN EASY ELECTRIC START
The Carry 107 mini-dumper is the ultimate 1-person ride-on hauler. Designed with a compact 30” width 

to fit through the narrowest of backyard gates or interior doors. While conventional buggies and 

tracked machines do not offer an extendible undercarriage, the rubber tracks on the Carry 107 can 

extend from 30” to nearly 42” in width to provide the added stability required on challenging job 

sites with hills and uneven slopes, plus the extended track provides added protection to lawns and 

floors preventing unwanted damage. 

SAFETY AND STANDARDS
The Honda engine is low noise, which 
meets established noise pollution 
standards. The engine is mounted on 
vibration dampers to significantly reduce 
the amount of vibration transmitted. 

EASY TO USE CONTROLS
Uncluttered, convenient, and intuitive 
controls allow for easy 1 person operation. 
The surrounding grab bars provide the 
operator added safety when driving and a 
convenient armrest when idling.

(*)  Warning: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - https://www.p65warnings.ca.gov  
(**) Guide with operator on the ground, where applicable     (***) Variable based on the configuration

 CARRY 107
 Engine*  Honda GX390, 11 hp 
 Machine weight 107 / 107 HT 950 lbs / 1510 lbs                
 Operating load  1543 lbs 
 Payload capacity  11.6 cu ft                        
 Speed  2.5 mph  
 Max allowed slope when empty  15° - 26%                          
 Max allowed slope when loaded** 7° - 12%*** 
 Ground clearance 4 in                              
 Start Electric
Length   72 in                             
 Height 44-½ in
 Width 30 in                             

Technical specifications

30”
Width

Hydraulic power 
take-off provides

added power for 
speed and inclines

Intuitive controls with 
reduced vibration for 

operator comfort

Steel 11.6 cubic foot 
bucket and 1,543 lb 
operating load

Change attachments 
easily with the“quick 
coupling” system

Ergonomically 
designed footplate 
structure prevents 

vibration to operator

Narrow 30” width to 
fit through standard 

doors and gates

<79 dB
CAPACITY

11.6 CU FT

42” Extendible Undercarriage
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ACCESSORY KITS PROVIDE ADDED VERSATILITY AND ROI 
The Carry 107 mini-dumper offers a full range of attachments that handle 

every aspect of material handling and multiple applications. Easily convert one 

machine into six different machines - including a Self-loading Shovel, Dump 

Platform, Concrete Mixer with Self-loading Shovel, Levelling Blade, and the 

Hi-Tip Bucket and Self-loading Shovel kit.

SELF-LOADING SHOVEL
Model # 5180101010HD  

Attach the hydraulic-powered 
self-loading shovel to easily 
scoop, move, and drop multiple 
materials like stone, gravel, 
mulch, and dirt, not to mention 
job site cleanup.

LEVELLING BLADE
Model # 5180100029HD  

Once you are finished moving 
material, the levelling blade 
is the perfect solution for 
levelling gravel, and stone for 
driveways, walkways and patios. 
The swiveling blade makes a 
great tool for pushing snow off 
parking lots and walkways. 

CONCRETE MIXER WITH 
SELF-LOADING SHOVEL
Model # 5180102012HD 

The concrete mixer and 
hydraulic-powered self-loading 
shovel are a unique solution for 
mixing and pouring concrete in 
hard-to-reach areas. Use the 
shovel to load dry material into 
the mixer, or use it to gently 
place wet material. 

HI-TIP BUCKET WITH 
SELF-LOADING SHOVEL
Model # 5180101602HD 

The “Hi-Tip” attachment 
hydraulically lifts materials in 
the steel 11.6 cubic foot bucket 
to an unloading/loading height 
of 63”. The kit includes the self-
loading shovel.

DUMP PLATFORM
Model # 5180101012HD

The three folding sides on 
the dump platform presents 
multiple possibilities for moving 
everything from logs and large 
rocks to drywall and lumber. 

+SELF-LOADING SHOVEL   |   Model # 5180101010HD
DUMP PLATFORM WITH OPENING SIDES   |   Model # 5180101012HD

CONCRETE MIXER L 250 KIT AND SELF-LOADING SHOVEL   |   Model # 5180102012HD
 LEVELLING BLADE KIT   |   Model # 5180100029HD

HIGH TIP  BUCKET & SELF-LOADING SHOVEL KIT   |   Model # 5180101602HD
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